Factors that make an infectious disease outbreak controllable
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The aim of this study is to identify general properties of emerging infectious agents that determine the likely success of two simple public health measures in controlling outbreaks, namely (i) isolating symptomatic individuals and (ii) tracing and quarantining their contacts. Because these measures depend on the recognition of specific disease symptoms, we investigate the relative timing of infectiousness and the appearance of symptoms by using a mathematical model. We show that the success of these control measures is determined as much by the proportion of transmission occurring prior to the onset of overt clinical symptoms (or via asymptomatic infection) as the inherent transmissibility of the etiological agent (measured by the reproductive number $R_0$). From published studies, we estimate these quantities for two moderately transmissible viruses, severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus and HIV, and for two highly transmissible viruses, smallpox and pandemic influenza. We conclude that severe acute respiratory syndrome and smallpox are easier to control using these simple public health measures. Direct estimation of the proportion of asymptomatic and presymptomatic infections is achievable by contact tracing and should be a priority during an outbreak of a novel infectious agent.

Factors that make an infectious disease outbreak controllable

The global spread of severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) in early 2003 caused at least 800 deaths and substantial morbidity and had a significant economic cost for the worse affected countries (1–4). Despite rapid early spread, the epidemic eventually was contained, reflecting in part a highly effective global public health response. However, containment was aided also by specific epidemiological and biological characteristics of the SARS virus. Evaluating whether the methods used to control SARS are likely to be equally effective for future outbreaks of other emerging infectious diseases requires a more detailed understanding of the factors that make containment feasible even when effective vaccines or treatment are not available.

In the first instance, two basic public health policy options exist for controlling the spread of an infectious disease in the absence of effective vaccines or treatment: (i) effective isolation of symptomatic individuals and (ii) tracing and quarantining of the contacts of symptomatic cases. Both measures rely on rapid dissemination of information to facilitate accurate diagnosis of the symptoms of the disease based on a clear and precise case definition.

For SARS, the timing of the onset of symptoms relative to peak infectivity is likely to have been a crucial factor in the success of simple public health interventions aimed at reducing transmission. In SARS patients, viremia (as measured in both fecal material and respiratory tract exudates) seems to peak between 5 and 10 days after the onset of illness and overt clinical symptoms such as elevated temperature (5). Although viremia does not always predict infectivity, the very low levels measured in the days immediately after the onset of symptoms suggest that peak infectivity occurs somewhat later. Also, no confirmed cases of transmission from asymptomatic patients have been reported to date in detailed epidemiological analyses of clusters of SARS cases (6, 7), which suggests that, for SARS, there is a period after symptoms develop during which people can be isolated before their infectiousness increases. Actions taken during this period to isolate or quarantine ill patients can effectively interrupt transmission.

Modeling Infectious Disease Outbreaks

We develop a mathematical model of infectious disease outbreak dynamics that captures the distributions of times to symptoms and infectiousness for the etiological agent concerned and provides an alternative approach to earlier theoretical studies (8). This model can be used to evaluate the impact of simple public health control measures. By exploring different distributions and different intervention strategies, we aim to establish a general quantitative framework that can help predict whether simple control measures can be successful in reversing epidemic growth if applied efficaciously at an early stage of an outbreak.

In our analyses, we focus on an infectious disease outbreak in its early stages within a community. We assume that the people in the community mix homogeneously; i.e., all susceptible individuals are equally likely to become infected. We characterize individuals in terms of their infectiousness as a function of the time $\tau$ since they were infected, $f(\tau)$, and also the probability that they have not yet developed symptoms, $S(\tau)$; example distributions are illustrated in Fig. 1. [Note that in the examples we illustrate, all patients eventually develop symptoms, because $S(\tau)$ tends to zero as the time since infection $\tau$ becomes large. More generally, if $S(\tau)$ tends to a fixed value $S_\infty > 0$, then a proportion $S_\infty$ of infections are totally asymptomatic.]

From this description of the course of infection in the individual, illustrated in Fig. 1, we identify three important parameters:

- The basic reproduction number ($R_0$), $R_0$ defined as the number of secondary infections generated by a primary infection in a susceptible population and which thus measures the intrinsic transmissibility of an infectious agent; it can be calculated as the area under the infectiousness curve (see Fig. 1 and Eq. 3). For an epidemic to expand in the early stages of spread, more than one secondary case has to be generated by the primary case, and hence we need $R_0 > 1$.

- The disease generation time $T_g$, which is the mean time interval between infection of one person and infection of the people that individual infects; together with $R_0$, $T_g$ sets the time scale of epidemic growth and thereby the speed with which intervention measures need to be put in place to avoid a large outbreak. Specifically, the doubling time for the number of cases in a growing outbreak is of order $\log_2(R_0) - 1$.

- The proportion of transmission occurring prior to symptoms (or asymptotically), $\theta$, which determines the potential for symptom-based public health control measures to reduce the number of infections.

We base the analysis on an idealized optimal intervention, without delays in implementation of isolation and quarantining, so
that $T_g$ does not play an important role in our analysis. However, the
framework can account for a distributed delay between onset of
clinical symptoms and admission to hospital for isolation (in other
words, delays in implementation), within the definition of
clinical symptoms and admission to hospital for isolation (in other
framework can account for a distributed delay between onset of
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Obviously the definition of
over the course of the epidemic because of public health announce-
ments to encourage early reporting to a health care setting (4).
Obviously the definition of $\theta$ also depends on the clinical definition
of symptoms: for example, for smallpox, different values will be
obtained depending on whether prodromal fever or overt rash are
used to determine isolation measures. Such uncertainties need to be
incorporated into the estimation of $\theta$.

The choice of parameter $\theta$ has the key advantage that at the start
of an outbreak it can readily be estimated by using contact tracing
since it is the proportion of infections occurring with an asym-
ptomatic or presymptomatic infector.

Once public health interventions are implemented, a person is
isolated immediately after symptoms with an efficacy $\epsilon_I$, and a
proportion of the people he or she infected prior to isolation are
contact-traced and quarantined with efficacy $\epsilon_F$. The two param-
eters $\epsilon_I$ and $\epsilon_F$ together determine the efficacy of implementation
of the public health measures.

By analysis and simulation of the mathematical formulation of this
model (discussed in detail in the next section), we find that the
interventions are sufficient to control outbreaks of infections for
combinations of values of parameters $R_0$ and $\theta$ falling below a
certain critical line. Estimated ranges of the parameters for four
infections we consider here are shown as shaded areas in Fig. 2. The
critical values of $R_0$ and $\theta$ will depend on the intervention efficacies,
as well as other parameters, and are shown for some selected cases
in Fig. 3. Additional assumptions about the interpatient variability
of the time to symptoms and the variance of the infectiousness
function are made as appropriate and are color-coded into the three
figures.

**Mathematical Model Formulation and Analysis**

The basic model of disease transmission determines the dynamics
of $Y(t, \tau)$, the current number of people, at time $t$, who were infected
time $\tau$ ago. The cumulative epidemic size by time $t$ is given by
$Y(t) = \int_0^t Y(t, \tau) d\tau$, whereas the incidence of infection (i.e., rate of people
acquiring infection) at time $t$ is $\Lambda(t) = Y(t, 0)$. The model predicts
that an outbreak will be controlled if the incidence declines to zero,
that is, $\Lambda(t) \rightarrow 0$ as $t$ becomes large. The model of disease spread is
determined by the Von Foerster equations (15),

$$
\frac{\partial Y(t, \tau)}{\partial t} + \frac{\partial Y(t, \tau)}{\partial \tau} = 0
$$

$$
Y(t, 0) = \int_0^t \beta(\tau) Y(t, \tau) d\tau,
$$

cogether with the boundary conditions $Y(0, 0) = Y$, and $Y(t, \tau) = 0$
when $t < \tau$. Here $\beta(\tau)$ represents infectiousness at time $\tau$ since
infection. The reproduction number for this model is defined by

$$
R_0 = \int_0^\infty \beta(\tau) d\tau,
$$

whereas the generation time (or serial interval), denoted $T_g$, is given
by the mean of the infectiousness distribution $\beta(\tau)$,

$$
T_g = \int_0^\infty \tau \beta(\tau) d\tau \int_0^\infty \beta(\tau) d\tau.
$$

The asymptotic behavior of the model (in the limit $t \rightarrow \infty$) is either
exponential growth or decline: by substituting an exponential
function $Y(t, \tau) = K(\tau) \exp(rt)$ into Eqs. 1 and 2, we see that $r > 0$.

---

$^1$Reading this section is not essential to an understanding of the results in this article.
i.e., epidemic growth, occurs when $R_0 > 1$, and $r < 0$, i.e., epidemic decline, occurs when $R_0 < 1$, confirming the empirical definition of $R_0$ in Eq. 3.

Other quantities are of practical importance in determining the extent and rapidity of control measures needed to control an outbreak. In any novel outbreak, a detailed description of clinical symptoms should be publicized as soon as possible to facilitate the rapid isolation (self-imposed or otherwise) of symptomatic individuals. We define $e_t$ as the efficacy of this isolation measure, which could equally be thought of as the fraction of people isolated or the degree by which their infectiousness is reduced. Isolation of symptomatic individuals modifies the model by changing Eq. 2 to

$$Y(t,0) = \int_0^\infty \beta(\tau)[1 - e_t + e_t S(\tau)]Y(t,\tau) d\tau. \quad [5]$$

Here, $S(\tau)$ is the proportion of people not having symptoms by time $\tau$, i.e., the cumulative density function of the incubation period distribution (see Fig. 1).

It follows that isolation reduces the reproduction number from $R_0$ to

$$R_1 = \int_0^\infty \beta(\tau)[1 - e_t + e_t S(\tau)] d\tau = R_0[1 - e_t + e_t \theta]. \quad [6]$$

Here, the parameter $\theta$ is the proportion of transmission occurring before symptoms develop or by asymptomatic infection:

$$\theta = \int_0^\infty \beta(\tau)S(\tau) d\tau \int_0^\infty \beta(\tau) d\tau. \quad [7]$$

Isolation will lead to the control of the outbreak when $R_1 < 1$. If isolation is perfect (i.e., $e_t = 1$) and instantaneous (after symptoms), this measure can contain outbreaks when $\theta < 1/R_0$. Conditions of this general form are familiar in other contexts of infectious disease control (see ref. 9). This sets a biological upper bound for the efficacy of isolation. An intuitive interpretation of this condition is that isolating symptomatic individuals can only control an outbreak for which, on average, each person infects less than one person prior to symptoms appearing.

A more intuitive definition $\theta$ is obtained by noting that we can define the contributions of symptomatic and asymptomatic infection to $R_0$ as $R_0^{\text{sym}} = \int_0^\infty \beta(\tau)[1 - S(\tau)] d\tau$ and $R_0^{\text{asym}} = \int_0^\infty \beta(\tau)S(\tau) d\tau$, respectively. $\theta$ then is just the proportion $\theta = R_0^{\text{sym}}/(R_0^{\text{sym}} + R_0^{\text{asym}})$. This definition may also make it easier to generalize our analysis to models in which there is greater granularity or heterogeneity in contact processes and can be used directly for empirical estimators of $R_0^{\text{sym}}$ and $R_0^{\text{asym}}$.

To capture the additional effect of tracing and quarantining the contacts of an isolated individual, we extend the model and define $Y(t, \tau, \tau')$ as the total number of people, at time $t$, who were infected time $\tau$ ago by people who themselves were infected time $\tau'$ ago. We define $e_{\tau\tau'}$ as the efficacy of contact tracing. An approximate model for $Y(t, \tau, \tau')$ is obtained by assuming that isolation and contact tracing are independent events, which will overestimate the efficacy of contact tracing, because more realistically it is performed on isolated individuals, creating a correlation between the events. To derive the equations for the model, we first define $I(t, \tau, \tau')$ as the number of infected people who are neither quarantined nor isolated [note that $Y(t, \tau, \tau')$ includes both quarantined and isolated individuals]. The hazard of being isolated then is

$$h(\tau) = \frac{-1}{S(\tau)} \frac{dS(\tau)}{d\tau} \Rightarrow S(\tau) = \exp\left(\int_0^\tau h(u)du\right). \quad [8]$$

We subdivide $I(t, \tau, \tau')$ into four groups of individuals: there are $I_{TT}(t, \tau, \tau')$ individuals who will never be isolated or contact-traced; $I_{TT}(t, \tau, \tau')$ individuals who will be isolated but never contact-traced; $I_{TT}(t, \tau, \tau')$ individuals who will never be isolated but will be contact-traced; and $I_{TT}(t, \tau, \tau')$ individuals who will be either isolated or contact-traced (competing hazards). If we define the differential operator $\Delta = \partial_t + \partial_\tau + \partial_{\tau'}$, then the equations of state are

$$\Delta I_{TT}(t, \tau, \tau') = 0 \quad [9]$$

$$\Delta I_{TT}(t, \tau, \tau') = -h(\tau)I_{TT}(t, \tau, \tau')$$

$$\Delta I_{TT}(t, \tau, \tau') = -h(\tau)I_{TT}(t, \tau, \tau')$$

$$\Delta I_{TT}(t, \tau, \tau') = -[h(\tau) + h(\tau')]I_{TT}(t, \tau, \tau'),$$

which represents the removal of people by isolation or contact tracing, and

$$I_{TT}(t, 0, \tau') = (1 - e_t)(1 - e_{\tau\tau'})\Lambda(t, \tau)$$

$$I_{TT}(t, 0, \tau) = e_{\tau\tau'}(1 - e_t)\Lambda(t, \tau)$$

$$I_{TT}(t, 0, \tau') = (1 - e_t)e_{\tau\tau'}\Lambda(t, \tau)$$

$$I_{TT}(t, 0, \tau) = e_t e_{\tau\tau'}\Lambda(t, \tau)$$

$$\Lambda(t, \tau) = \beta(\tau)\int_0^\tau I(t, \tau, \tau') d\tau'$$

$$I = I_{TT} + I_{TT} + I_{TT} + I_{TT},$$

which represents the efficacy of isolation and contact tracing in terms of the proportions of people entering into each subgroup, occurring at a total rate proportional to the incidence $\Lambda(t, \tau)$ of people infected by people who themselves have been infected for a time $\tau$. The dynamics of $Y(t, \tau, \tau')$ then are recovered by the following transformation:

$$I_{TT}(t, \tau, \tau') = Y_{TT}(t, \tau, \tau')$$

$$I_{TT}(t, \tau, \tau') = \exp\left[-\int_0^\tau h(u)du\right]Y_{TT}(t, \tau, \tau') = S(\tau)Y_{TT}(t, \tau, \tau')$$

$$I_{TT}(t, \tau, \tau') = \exp\left[-\int_0^\tau h(u)du\right]\exp\left[-\int_{\tau'}^{\tau} h(\tau) d\tau\right]Y_{TT}(t, \tau, \tau')$$

$$I_{TT}(t, \tau, \tau') = \frac{S(\tau)S(\tau')}{S(\tau - \tau')}Y_{TT}(t, \tau, \tau')$$

such that

$$\Delta Y_{TT}(t, \tau, \tau') = 0, \quad \Delta Y_{TT}(t, \tau, \tau') = 0, \quad \Delta Y_{TT}(t, \tau, \tau') = 0. \quad [12]$$

The incidence $\Lambda(t, \tau)$ can be rewritten

$$\Lambda(t, \tau) = \beta(\tau)\int_0^\tau I(t, \tau, \tau') d\tau'.$$
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\[ Y(t, \tau, \tau') = 0 \]  

and

\[ Y(t, 0, \tau) = \beta(\tau)[1 - e_1 + e_1 S(\tau)] \int_0^\tau \left[ 1 - e_1 + e_1 S(\tau') \right] d\tau'. \]  

The threshold condition that separates exponential growth from decline is found when the eigenvalue of the next generation operator is 1. The eigenvector then is the stationary distribution of infection generation times. From Eq. 15, we see that the operator is

\[ \beta(\tau)[1 - e_1 + e_1 S(\tau)] \int_0^\infty \left[ 1 - e_1 + e_1 \frac{S(\tau')}{\beta(\tau)} \right] d\tau = 1. \]  

Eq. 16 can be solved for simple functions \( \beta(\tau) \) and \( S(\tau) \).

A similar result to Eq. 16 was derived by Müller et al. (8), although for a different set of assumptions regarding the contact-tracing process; in ref. 8, contact tracing was assumed to be an immediately recursive process, such that contacts of infected contacts would be screened and traced before symptoms develop, in a continuing chain until all infected contacts have been isolated. Their approach is mathematically convenient but perhaps not as realistic for when no screening tools are available or for pathogens with short infectious periods.

The calculation simplifies dramatically when the distribution of time to symptoms is exponential, i.e., \( S(\tau) = \exp(-\tau \lambda) \), because in that case \( S(\lambda + \tau)/S(\lambda) = S(\tau) \), and Eq. 16 reduced to the algebraic equation

\[ \frac{1}{\theta} = \int_0^\infty \beta(\tau)[1 - e_1 + e_1 S(\tau)] \left[ 1 - e_1 + e_1 \frac{S(\lambda + \tau)}{\beta(\tau)} \right] \right) d\tau = 1. \]  

If, in addition, we make the unrealistic but simplifying assumption that the infectiousness distribution is exponential, i.e., \( \beta(\tau) = R_0 e^{-\tau} \), such that the proportion of presymptomatic or asymptomatic transmission is \( \theta = \theta (\nu + 1) \), then the critical line dividing outbreak control from epidemic growth is determined by

\[ R_0 \left[ (1 - e_1)(1 - e_1) + e_1(1 - e_1) \theta + (1 - e_1) e_1 \theta + e_1 e_1 \theta \frac{\theta}{\nu + 1} \right] = 1. \]  

We investigated the validity of the approximation underlying the model defined by Eqs. 14 and 15, namely that quarantining and contact tracing are separate independent processes determined by the same distribution \( S(\tau) \), by investigating the dynamics of an individual-based, discrete-time simulation defined by the following, more realistic rules:

1. At time \( t = 0 \), a number \( Y_0 \) of people are infected with \( \tau = 0 \). Thereafter, at each time step of size \( \delta \):

2. Each \( \tau \) value is incremented by \( \delta \).

3. If an individual is not isolated, he or she infects a random number of new people, drawn from a Poisson distribution of mean \( \beta(\tau) \delta \).

4. Newly infected people are assigned a \( \tau \) value of 0 and a time to onset of symptoms of \( S^{-1}(\rho) \), where \( \rho \) is a uniform random number between 0 and 1.

5. When an individual becomes symptomatic, he or she is isolated with probability \( e_1 \). Symptomatic individuals who have been isolated have their contacts traced, and the people they have infected are themselves quarantined with probability \( e_1 \). Contacts of individuals who are nonsymptomatic when quarantined are only themselves traced after symptoms develop.

The time step \( \delta \) was reduced until convergence of model results was achieved, at which point the model can be expected to reproduce the dynamics of the comparable continuous time model. In the absence of contact tracing, this stochastic individual-based model was exactly equivalent in its mean behavior (dynamic as well as steady-state) to the deterministic model defined by Eqs. 14 and 15.

Once contact tracing was introduced, the analytic solution given above overestimated (sometimes substantially) the efficacy of contact tracing when isolation is <100% effective (i.e., \( e_1 < 1 \)). To understand the mismatch, we note that the analytical solution agreed exactly with a modified form of the individual-based simulation in which in step 4, newly infected people are instead assigned two independent times to symptoms, both drawn from the same distribution \( S \), the first time being the time at which a person is isolated and the second time being the time at which their contacts are traced and quarantined. The distribution of time to isolation and time to contact tracing are unchanged for this modified model, but the correlation between the two events is removed. We leave the development of an analytically tractable approach to capturing this correlation for future study.

When isolation is 100% effective, i.e., \( e_1 = 1 \), the correlation no longer becomes important, so that once again agreement between the deterministic model and the individual-based simulation was exact (at least for the exponential and simple gamma distributions we tested).

Parameter Estimates for a Selection of Viral Infections

We estimated \( R_0 \) and \( \theta \) values from published studies for four viral infections of interest. These estimates are plotted as shaded regions in Fig. 2 to compare with the scenario analysis created from the model, plotted in Fig. 3.

SARS. The basic reproduction number \( R_0 \) for SARS has been estimated in a number of ways. For the Hong Kong outbreak, we fitted a detailed transmission model to the incidence time series, which gave estimates of 2–4 (2). Lipsitch et al. (3) estimated \( R_0 \) from exponential doubling times of several epidemics, which resulted in a wider range of just in excess of 1–7. To estimate \( \theta \), we first looked at the time to symptoms and infectiousness distributions, \( S(\tau) \) and \( \beta(\tau) \). \( S(\tau) \) was determined from detailed analysis of clinical patient records (4). Up-to-date estimates based on Donnelly et al. (4) indicate a mean of 4.25 days and a variance of 14.25 days (5). \( \beta(\tau) \) was inferred from viral shedding data (5), which peaks 5–10 days after onset of symptoms. To maximize \( \theta \), we chose a low variance distribution (var = 0.1 × mean2) and a peak at 9.25 days after infection, yielding \( \theta < 11% \). Because there is no evidence of presymptomatic transmission having occurred, no minimum value is given.
Smallpox. $R_0$ and $\theta$ have been determined from a detailed analysis of an outbreak in Nigeria by Eichner and Dietz (10). They concluded $4 < R_0 < 10$ and $0 < \theta < 20\%$ (defining symptoms as the appearance of rash). The reported incubation distributions (10) suggest that our low variance model is appropriate for smallpox.

**Pandemic Influenza.** A maximum bound for $R_0$ can be obtained by analyzing the case data from an outbreak of the 1978 H1N1 flu in a boys boarding school (11), yielding an upper bound of $R_0 < 2.1$. No lower bound can be defined for a novel recombinant influenza strain. $\beta(\tau)$ can be estimated from experimental infections. Ravetch and Longini (12) suggest, by analyzing an unpublished experiment from a Soviet laboratory, a mean of 3 days (when variance = $0.5 \times \text{mean}^2$), whereas viral shedding peaking at 2 days suggests that $S(\tau)$ has an estimated mean of 2 days (13). This results in a range of $\theta$ estimates of $30\% < \theta < 50\%$.

HIV. In populations for which spread into the general population has been seen (e.g., sub-Saharan Africa), $R_0$ is by definition $>1$. We are not aware of published estimates of $R_0$ for these generalized heterosexual epidemics; however, based on the formulas shown by Anderson and May (9), an upper bound of $\approx 5$ can be obtained. If most transmission occurs during primary infection, then $\theta \approx 100\%$. If transmission is more uniform, then the distribution of time to AIDS (14) leads to a lower bound: $\theta > 80\%$.

**Intervention Strategies**

We investigated six intervention strategies chosen to demonstrate the impact of the biology of the etiological agent, as characterized by $R_0$ and $\theta$, on the efficacy of the public health intervention. First, we considered three scenarios with no contact tracing: one with 100% effective isolation of symptomatic patients (i.e., $\epsilon_1 = 1$); one with 90% effective isolation (i.e., $\epsilon_1 = 0.9$); and one with 75% effective isolation (i.e., $\epsilon_1 = 0.75$) (Fig. 3). To these, we added three more scenarios by adding 100% effective contact tracing, which results in effective isolation of all the infected contacts of those who have been identified as symptomatic cases.

The model required two more assumptions to be made to be fully parametrized, namely characterization of the variance of the key distributions $\beta(\tau)$ and $S(\tau)$. We considered two cases that qualitatively matched the viral infections we describe below: a low variance case illustrated in Fig. 1A, for which the distributions are derived from gamma distributions with variance = $0.1 \times \text{mean}^2$, chosen to match SARS and smallpox, and a high variance case illustrated in Fig. 1B, for which the distributions are derived from gamma distributions with variance = $0.5 \times \text{mean}^2$, chosen to match influenza and (very approximately) HIV.

To summarize the predictions of the model, we illustrated for each scenario the critical line of $R_0$ and $\theta$ values that separates epidemic growth (above the line) from outbreak control (below the line) (Fig. 3). In the absence of contact tracing, the line was determined analytically by Eq. 6, i.e., $R_0(1 - \epsilon_1 + \epsilon_1 \theta) = 1$, and was independent of which variances were chosen (i.e., Fig. 1A or B). For the cases with contact tracing, a range of $R_0$ and $\theta$ values was explored with the stochastic simulation repeated 100 times to determine critical parameter combinations for which, on average, infection incidence neither grew nor declined. The results depended on the variances of the distributions, and thus the analysis was repeated for the two cases of interest. In total we have nine critical lines, corresponding to six possible public health measures, and two possible variances for the distributions $\beta(\tau)$ and $S(\tau)$. The lines are plotted in Fig. 3, which is color-coded to match the assumed variances for $\beta(\tau)$ and $S(\tau)$ of Figs. 1 and 2.

**Effect of Delays in Isolation**

In reality, delays will occur between a patient becoming ill and being isolated. This delay obviously will reduce the efficacy of the control measures. Defining patient isolation in this context may not be straightforward, because self-isolation may arise prior to a patient presenting to the hospital and being isolated formally. This will depend on the nature of symptoms, the concomitant severity of illness, and also on the time scales involved. For influenza, for example, a person with flu-like symptoms at a workplace may not self-isolate before the end of the working day, which will be a substantial delay on influenza’s rapid time scale of development and spread. For smallpox, on the other hand, the main rash is preceded by prodromal fever, and in an outbreak situation, it is plausible that most people would isolate themselves prior to or very near the start of the infectious period. For SARS, our analysis of patient reports in Hong Kong has shown that substantial delays of $\approx 2$ days before patient hospitalization persisted during the outbreak, but these delays were substantially shorter than in the start of the outbreak (4). The effectiveness of self-isolation after fever is
Indeed, for SARS, our analysis indicates that effective isolation of symptomatic patients is sufficient to control an outbreak. The second most readily controlled infection of the four examined is smallpox. Here isolation even at the 90% level is insufficient to guarantee control, but effective contact tracing together with isolation of symptomatic cases is predicted to readily control an outbreak even for the highest feasible $R_0$ values. This prediction contradicts other recent modeling studies of smallpox control (16, 17), largely because those studies assumed unrealistically high values of $\theta$ for smallpox (18). Influenza, on the other hand, is predicted to be very difficult to control even with 90% quarantining and contact tracing because of the high level of presymptomatic transmission. In addition, quarantining and contact tracing for influenza would probably be unfeasible because of the very short incubation (2 days) and infectious (3–4 days) periods of that disease. Last, despite its relatively low transmissibility (outside high-risk groups), our analysis predicts that effective “self-isolation” (i.e., cessation of risk behaviors) and contact tracing of AIDS patients would have done little to control the early stages of the HIV pandemic, again because of the high level of presymptomatic transmission. However, we note that we have not considered backward contact tracing for HIV in which infectious individuals may be identified by those they have infected as well as by those who infected them, which may be important for HIV because of the high mean and variance of the incubation-time distribution (8).

The analysis presented here highlights the need for the development of a more robust analytical framework for capturing the impact of contact tracing and other reactive, locally targeted control policies on disease-transmission dynamics, particularly when realistic infectiousness and incubation distributions are being modeled. Naïve analytical approaches fail to capture the correlation structure between disease generations induced by contact tracing and thus can tend to overestimate its efficacy at reducing transmission. Additional development of the model structure introduced here and alternative approaches (8, 19) is needed, together with investigation of the impact of heterogeneity of transmission. Such heterogeneity could be important in diseases for which infectiousness and time to symptoms are strongly correlated. In the case of SARS, a few superspread events resulted in a large proportion of all cases (2): early isolation of these cases would have had a dramatic impact on the course of the epidemic. Similarly, for a sexually transmitted infection, reductions in risk-taking by the most sexually active members of the population can have a disproportionately large impact on an outbreak.

Nonetheless, the lesson from the SARS outbreak is that $\theta$, the proportion of transmission that occurs before the onset of clinical symptoms or in asymptomatic infection, may be equally as important for determining the case of control of a novel outbreak as the intrinsic transmissibility, $R_0$. Both need to be considered when assessing the risks posed by emerging infectious agents. We conclude that the control of SARS through the use of simple public health measures was achieved because of the efficacy with which those measures were introduced and the moderate transmissibility of the pathogen coupled with its low infectiousness prior to clinical symptoms.

Results and Conclusions
We propose that the proportion of transmission that occurs before the onset of symptoms or via asymptomatic transmission, which we call $\theta$, is a useful new statistic for summarizing the likely feasibility of isolation- or contact-tracing-based intervention measures in controlling an epidemic outbreak. For control through isolation alone, we need $\theta < 1/R_0$. For diseases in which $\theta > 1/R_0$, contact tracing needs to be added to the set of control measures used. Fig. 3 shows how the two key parameters $R_0$ and $\theta$ can be used to predict whether control policies involving isolation and contact tracing will lead to outbreak containment. In general, the curves show that for very high values of $\theta$, neither contact tracing nor isolation make any impact in preventing an epidemic; for low values of $\theta$, only isolation is effective. Contact tracing can be important, however, to counter the effect of delays in implementation of patient isolation, because these would effectively increase $\theta$. For intermediate values of $\theta$, the impact of contact tracing depends on the efficacy of reporting and isolation of symptomatic cases. For efficient (i.e., >90% effective) isolation, Fig. 3 shows that contact tracing can give substantial (up to 4-fold) additional reductions in transmission.

One key advantage of using $R_0$ and $\theta$ as summary statistics for emerging pathogens is that, in principle, they can be readily estimated from detailed contact tracing and data collected from the first few hundred people infected in a novel disease outbreak. In addition, once the pathogen has been identified, $\theta$ can be inferred from longitudinal data on clinical symptoms and pathogen load within the infected patient. The framework presented here could be used to assess the likely success or failure of simple public health measures earlier than might be possible otherwise.

Comparing $R_0$ and $\theta$ estimates for SARS, smallpox, “pandemic” influenza, and HIV (Fig. 2), it is clear that SARS is the easiest of the four infections to control because of its low $R_0$ and $\theta$ values.